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Abstract 
Pricing methods of natural gas pipeline in Europe and America have made great strides forward after several years' 
development. On basis of analyses pricing methods of natural gas pipeline in Europe and America, this article gives 
advices on pricing reform of natural gas pipeline in China through comparison and combining with our recent 
situation in pricing of natural gas pipeline. 
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1. Introduction 
Affected by financial crisis, Chinese energy consumption growth  still maintain rapider growth rate. 
The whole year of domestic gas consumption has reached 68 b illion cubic meters, h igher 11 percent than 
2008. The proportion of natural gas consumed among all the domestic non -renewable energ ies stands at 
4.2 percent, higher than the2.4 percent in 2000. Under the condition of market economy, pricing is the tie  
of various benefits between nation, investors and users . So the rational price fixing is a key means to 
increase the efficiency. The National Development and Reform Commission issued on the adjustment of 
natural gas pipeline valuations on April 15, 2010. The natural gas pipeline price implying the unified 
freight rate increases 0.08yuan per cubic meter from April 25 this year. The industries generally believe 
that it is a prelude to gas price reform. Taken into consideration the ability of society to tolerate, the gas 
program definitely will adopt step-by-step manner, and take the lead in pipeline valuation to adjust. 
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Competitive gas-markets have been set up in Europe and America after several years' development. 
Learn ing from the overseas advanced experience will play a positive role in  the natural gas prices reform 
and gas industry development.   
2. Natural Gas Pipeline Pricing in America 
As the largest energy market in the world , the energy prices of North America market are gradually 
becoming important reference indexes for natural gas pricing. The North American gas market is 
composed mainly of the United States and Canada and their natural gas pipeline valuations have strong 
representation. 
2.1. Third party access in pipeline 
Third party access is a system that nation enforces pipeline-opening with the form of regulations and 
all pipelines must be open to suppliers and users enjoyed non-discrimination on the base of fair rate. 
Since the late 1980s, Canada has implemented separating the pipeline and business and its third party 
access has expanded to the local p ipeline speech. Also, USA issued the FERC636 orders and enforced 
pipeline-company to supply open admittance transportation service and encouraged the use and the 
development of gas trading market. So, the competition among gas has realized. 
2.2. Two-part pipeline price 
Natural gas transmission pipeline use two-part price on the base of annual total service costs in USA 
and Canada. Firstly, to work out the annual total p ipeline expenses to gain reasonable profit. And then all 
recovered through two separate ways: booking capacity and pipe fee. The level is decided only with the 
proper consideration of haul distance and department factors. The pipeline price method is cost -oriented 
pricing by reasonable gas pipeline transportation costs including historical costs of pipes  and relevant 
facilit ies, depreciation o f assets, required benefit, operation and maintenance spending, income taxes of 
the central government and the local government etc. The gas pipeline price is tightly controlled in USA 
in order to prevent unreasonable cost into delivery expense and create a fair market competition 
environment. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission should examine every p ipeline service price 
and every pipeline company rate of return. On this base, Canada has established correspondin g incentives 
mechanis m to ensure the parties enjoy the benefits obtained from pipeline t ransportation improving and 
give appropriate protections to the increased transportation-cost beyond control at the same time. 
2.3. Market competition with government supervision 
Since 80 time metaphase, governments in Canada and the United States have begun to recompose 
pipeline company business through a series of orders, gradually set up complete competition gas markets 
and never given up government supervision to gas pipeline transportation. The long distance translocation 
and distribution are always the emphasis of supervision. They think gas transmission and distribution are 
natural monopoly field, p ipeline and distribution companies maybe harm the interests of users on 
dominant position. So, effective supervision can help companies to reduce cost, keep price down, enhance 
the gas competitiveness, promote market maturity and advance the development of natural gas industry.  
3. Natural Gas Pipeline Pricing in Europe 
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Only to the 10-nation EU, Europe is the world's second largest gas market. A large part of natural gas 
supply is dependent on import which is different from the North American market. Its transportation 
pricing mostly uses the “ingress/egress” rate structure and cap  pricing mechanism. 
3.1. Third party access and government supervision 
The EU decided to take the North American management methods of gas industry enacting the 
1998/30/EC in 1998, required third party access in pip ing to promote the EU gas market to open 
gradually and required separated operating and independent accounting between pipeline transportation 
and selling at  the same time. Most EU members have begun to execute the command since August 2008. 
Due to the pipeline natural monopoly, the establishment of p ipeline system rate is the base of market 
opening effectively and the control of transportation price becomes inevitable trend. According to 
regulatory institution and a predetermined rate of natural gas pipeline transportation, pipeline companies 
formulate and publish the price in the conditions of third party access. The EU requires the pricing 
principles economic efficiency, open, transparent, fair and rate structures encouraging competition and 
permitting runners to cover the cost. And so on, the proper incentives are necessary to encourage pipeline 
companies to reinvestment. The EU member states mostly use the “ingress/egress” rate structures because 
having no a standard pattern of pipeline transportation rate.  
3.2. Cap pricing mechanism in pipeline transportation  
The cap pricing mechanism in p ipeline transportation is the improvement on the base of service -cost 
method. Pipeline companies adjust the price change of inside certain period (general 3 years) by cap 
pricing formula. The theory is that the growth of pipeline transportation price is equal to yearly expected 
growing operating costs minus expected growing production rate. But the in itial p ipeline price is 
determined by service-cost method, and cap pricing method is used to limit the level of p ipeline  
transportation price inside certain period. The cap pricing is an incentive mechanis m to help p ipeline 
companies to increase productivity and decrease cost. The pipeline transportation rate mainly uses the 
“ingress/egress” rate structure that mains shipper party need to pay ingress capacity fees, egress capacity 
fees and pipeline capacity or usage fees from ingress to egress. 
4. Comparisons of Natural Gas Pipeline Pricing between Europe and America 
Through above analysis, competitive gas markets have been built in Europe and America. They have a 
common point that natural gas pipeline pricing has realized third party access ensured by laws and 
regulations. But some differences of pricing between them have embodied three aspects.  
4.1. Difference among rate structure 
The pipeline pricing includes proper incentives and pipeline transportation rate mostly uses the 
“ingress/egress” in Europe. But the pipeline pricing use two -part method and transportation rate uses the 
structure of point-to-point or area to area in North America. The reason is that the natural gas supply is 
dependent on a large part of import in Europe and self-sufficient in America. 
4.2. Difference among pricing method 
The pipeline transportation pricing method mainly adopts service-cost method in North America and 
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cap pricing mechanis m in Europe. The price can be free to determine only if the company 's capital returns 
rate not exceeds the control under service-cost method. The supervision of returns rate exists a costing 
mechanis m that means capital spending and operating expense of investments are easy to the price of 
product or service unrelated to the regulated rate whose establishment is estimated by moderators after 
considering diverse factors comprehensively sometimes existing regulators, companies game process. 
Under cap pricing mechanism, the regulators set acceptable price upper limit and companies sell goods 
and services at any price among the limit to retain their profits. In ideal conditions, price upper limit  
directly refers to industry input prices and production rate so it allows price to change for a while in order 
to give space for market competition. The regulators permit companies to adjust price during some times 
by pre-determined coefficient.   
4.3. Difference among government supervision 
The gas long-distance transportation and distribution execute all the t ime t ighter government 
supervision in North America. The market competit ion should not be opposed to government supervision 
and combined well with only except the differences among ranges and ways due to the different 
development degree of natural gas industry. But in Europe government adopts various incentive 
mechanisms to encourage company reinvestment except pipeline transportation price control.  
5. Apocalypses of Natural Gas Pipeline Pricing in Europe and America for China 
Through above analysis, our gas market structure is very similar to the North America’s on small 
importation. So we can learn more lessons from it on the natural gas pipeline pricing.  
5.1. A timely imposing third party pipeline access 
According to experiences of Europe and America, the third party pipeline access is one of the major 
measures for promoting gas industry competition. Now our pipeline building grows fast and has formed 
some regional pipeline networks. Along with the nationwide network's gradual formation, different main 
pipes may be connected. Meanwhile, gas suppliers possible need use different main pipeline capacity to 
make effective use of gas pipeline networks in order to avoid duplicate constructions. So our need carry 
out the third party pipeline access to set up competitive gas market.  The third party access requires the 
separation between transportation and selling. Due to the marketing operation in gas industry now, the 
two businesses are still in a company but use financial independence of accounting. Thus the third party 
access basically can reserve property structure of our gas pipeline companies. 
5.2. Gradually using the two-part pipeline price 
Now our gas pipeline pricing method belongs to one-part range and treats all users equally. One-part 
pricing method recovers fixed pipeline t ransportation costs and variable costs by the actual used capacity. 
Its advantage is simple operation in theory and in actual operation. But it doesn't meet the feature of 
pipeline t ransport service. On the condition of facing users having different requirements, it causes 
unreasonable user burden, not fully utilized pipeline and other problems.  
By contrast, the two-part pricing method can better apply to markets or customers requirement which 
can give expression to the equity of rights and obligations between pipeline companies and users. That 
transportation cost can be fair burden among users takes full advantage of pipeline transporting capacity 
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and the best use reduces the level of average price in turn. These promote pipeline companies to recover 
investment timely and gain justifiable return. 
So the pipeline pricing should gradually adopt two-part method based on annual total service costs. 
Specifically, the pipeline capacity fees should be collected by following requirements on peak-use in 
order to recover the fixed costs. After reserving capacity in contract, users must pay whether actual 
volume reaches the reserved or not. The pipeline company should compensate relative loss to us ers 
because it did not transport enough gas in time as contract, the pipeline using fee should be collected by 
following the actual spending in order to recover the variable costs. The rate is related to the variable 
costs and relevance expenses in gas pipelining. The pricing mechanis m is helpfu l for promoting 
consumers to keep balance in using gas as they could in different seasons, increasing pipeline system 
loading, taking full using of capacity, reducing per unit costs and recovering investment, gaining  
justifiable return for pipeline investors.   
5.3.  Improving legal laws and regulations 
Nice legal laws and regulations are the law guarantee for gas industry healthy stability development. 
There are definite provisions of accounting policy, transportation rate and rules, selling related to gas 
pricing management through the legislation in Europe and America. But now the legislation is vacant in 
our gas industry which used to standardize operations in natural monopoly area, a few laws involved oil 
and gas have narrow surface, short pot life and little  authority. Therefore our country should accelerate 
research and work out relevant laws and regulations as gradually relaxing gas transportation pricing 
controls. And meanwhile the effective regulation is nevertheless undeniable. 
5.4.  Adopting discriminatory policy on the situation 
The third party access should be used and regional regulator should be built in our eastern parts 
because the gas source and market competit ion pattern had or will have been built. The parts whose base 
installation has implemented certain scale and gas supply market has less competitiveness should aim at 
increasing working efficiency and furthering gas exp loit. To the parts only running on initial development 
period, we should encourage infrastructure investment and regulate the pricing of gas product and service 
more vigilantly through preferential policies and a long-term institutional arrangement. 
6. Conclusion 
The competit ive gas market has been built in Europe and America. They have a common point that 
natural gas pipeline pricing has realized third party access ensured by laws and regulations. But some 
differences of pricing between them have embodied. Gas market structure of China is very similar to the 
North America’s , so it is worthy for China gas pipeline transportation pricing reform to study.   
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